4-9 They have porous frameworks and contain water molecules at the incomplete coordination sites at the surfaces of their frameworks. The coordinated water molecules can be removed by moderate heating and hydrogen gas can be stored in the resulting spaces, making PB analogues potential useful for hydrogen storage.
10-12
They can also act as electrocatalysts for both the reduction and oxidation of hydrogen peroxide and as sensors of hydrogen peroxide and biological glucose.
13-15
Controlling PB analogues' morphology during their synthesis is important as it affect their properties.
16-20 PB analogues have face centered cubic structures, leading to most PB analogues showing cubic morphologies. [21] [22] [23] Most synthetic methods have aimed to prepare a single final morphology and relatively little is known about the morphology evolution of PB analogues with respect to the synthetic conditions. To the best of authors' knowledge, this is the first report of the evolution of PB's morphology from cube to hexapod. Figure 1 shows X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of PB products prepared by microwave-assisted reactions from aqueous K 4 Figure  1 ). This indicates that soluble PB was converted to insoluble PB as the concentration of HNO 3 increased. The FT-IR spectra of soluble PB and insoluble PB showed the very strong peaks at 2065 cm
, which are corresponded stretching vibration of CN. The energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was also used to further characterize the compositions of soluble PB and insoluble PB. The EDX data within experimental errors also confirmed that the soluble PB and insoluble PB had been synthesized. [ PB's morphological evolution with increasing HNO 3 concentration is outlined in Figure 3 . As increasing HNO 3 concentration, the particles evolved from cubes, through truncated cubes, cuboctahedrons, truncated octahedrons, and hexapods with arms, to star-like hexapods. This indicates that the oxidation reaction started at the cubes' corners, suggesting that the rate of etching at the {111} planes was much faster than at the {100} planes. The truncated cubes formed through etching at the corners of the cubes of soluble PB. Increasing the concentration of HNO 3 increased the 6 ] was dissolved in 100 mL distilled water and 0. Products' structures were analyzed by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD, PANalytical, X'pert-proMPD) using Cu Kα radiation. Their morphologies were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-4300) equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) operating at an accelerating voltage of at 15 kV. The FT-IR spectra were obtained using a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum 100 FT-IR spectrometer in the attenuated total reflectance (ATR) mode over the range 650-4000 cm −1 at a resolution of 4 cm −1
.
